














































































































































130 5. Degrees, Intersection Numbers, and the Euler Characteristic. 

Exercises 

1. A complex polynomial of degree n defines a map of the Riemann sphere to itself 
of degree n. What is the degree of the map defined by a rational function p(z)!q(z)? 

2. (a) Let M, N, P be compact connected oriented n·manifolds without boundaries 
and M .!, N 1. P continuous maps. Then deg(fg) ~ (deg g)(deg f). The same holds 
mod 2 if M, N, P are not oriented. 

(b) The degree of a homeomorphism or homotopy equivalence is ± 1. 

*3. Let IDl. be the category whose objects are compact connected n-manifolds and whose 
morphisms are homotopy classes (f] of maps f:M ~ N. For an object M let 7t"(M) 
be the set of homotopy classes M ~ 5". Given (f]:M ~ N define (f]*:7t"(N) ~ 7t"(M), 
[fJ*[g] ~ [gf]. This makes 1t" a contravariant functorfrom IDl" to the category of sets. 

(a) There is a unique way of lifting this functor to the category of groups so that 
1t"(S") = Z with the identity map corresponding to 1 E l. 

(b) Given the group structure of (a), for each M there is an isomorphism 

if M is orientable, aM ~ 0 
if M is nonorientable, oM ~ 0 

if aM # 0. 

But there is no natural family of such isomorphisms. 

4. A continuous map f:5" ~ 5" such that f(x) ~ f( -x) has even degree. 

*S. Let M, N be compact connected oriented n·manifolds, oM ~ 0· 
(a) Suppose n ~ 2. If there exists a map S" _ M of degree one, then M is simply 

connected. More generally: 
(b) If f:M ~ N has degree I then the induoed homomorphism of fundamental 

groups h :1t,(M) -+ 1t,(N) is surjective. 
(c) If f: M ~ N has degree k # 0 then the image of f. is a subgroup whose index 

divides Ikl. 

6~ Let Me W+ 1 be a compact n-dimensional submanifold, oM = 0. For each 
xe ur+ 1 - M define 

y r+ (y - xllly - xl. 

Then x and y are in the same component of R"+' - M if and only if (1 .. ~ (1,., and x 
is in the unbounded component if and only if (1" =::: constant. If M is connected then 
x is in the bounded component if and only if deg("x) ~ ± 1. 

7, Let M, N c: R' be compact oriented submanifolds without boundaries, of dimen· 
sions m, n respectively. Assume that M and N are disjoint, and m + n ~ q - 1. The 
linking number Lk(M,N) is the degree of the map 

Then: 

M X N_S"-l 

(x,y) >-+ (x - yllix - yl· 

(a) Lk(M,N) ~ (_l),.-l)('-I) Lk(N.M). 
(b) If M can be deformed to a point in IR" - N, or bounds an oriented compact 

submanifold in R' - N, then Lk(M,N) = O. 
(c) Let 5, 5' be the boundary circles of a cylinder embedded in R' with k twists. 

Then, with suitable orientations, Lk(S,S') = k. 
(d) Let C, and C, c R' be cylinders embedded with k, and k, twists respectively. 

If Ik,l # Ik,l there is no diffeomorphism of R' carrying C, onto C,. 

2. Intersection Numbers and the Euler Characteristic 

8. Let M c: Jr+1 be a compad lHlimensionaJ submanifold without boundary. Two 
points x, y E R"+' - M are separated by M if and only if lkl(x,Y}.MI * O. lSee 
Exercise 7.) 

9. The Hopfinvariant ofa map f:5' ~ 5' is defined to be the linking number Hlf) ~ 
Lk(g-l(a),g-l(b)) (see Exercise 7) where 9 is a c~ map homotopic 10 f and a, b are 
distinct regular values of g. The linking number is computed in 

f(c) * a, b. 

(a) H(f) is a well-defined homotopy invariant off which vanishes iff is nuD homo-
topic. 

(b) If g:5' ~ 5' has degree p then H(fg) ~ pH(f). 
(c) If h:5' ~ 5' has degree q then H(hf) ~ q'H(f). 
(d) Let 5' c C' be the unit sphere and 5' ~ CP'. The Hopf map 

tp:S3 _ S1, 

fjJ{z,w) ~ [z,w] 

has Hopf invariant 1. Hence tp is not null homotopic. 

10. Let U, V be noncompact oriented "-manifolds without boundaries and h: U ~ V 
a proper C~ map. The degree of h is defined as usual 

degh ~ Ldegxh 

where y is a regular value. 
(a) deg h is independent of y. and if 9 is a CCZl map homotopic to h by a proper ho

motopy U x I _ V then deg 9 = deg h. Thus the degree of any continuous proper 
map f: U ~ V can be defined by choosing h sufficiently close to f. 

(b) In particular the degree ofa homeomorphism U _ V is defined; it is always ± t. 
(Compare Exercise 2~ 

(c) A topological n-manifold without boundary is called topologically oriemahle if 
it has an atlas whose coordinate changes have degree + 1 on each component A smooth 
manifold is orientable if and only if it is topological1y orientable. 

(d) Orientability of a smooth manifold is a topological ;m·ariant. 

11. The fundamental theorem of algebra can be generalized as follows. Let U c: !!" be 
a nonempty open set and f: U - R" a C' map. Assume: (al f is proper: (b) outside 
some compact set, Det(Df J > O. Thenfis suljective.ln panicular the oquationf(x) ~ 0 
has a solution. 

12, Let I" ... ,!. be real [or complex] polynomials in n ;. 2 variables. Write J. ~ 
h. + r. where h. is a homogeneous polynomial of degree d. > 0 and '. has smaller 
degree. Assume that x ~ (0, ... ,0) is the only solution to h,(,,) ~ ... ~ hJx) = O. 
Assume also that Det[oh,/oxJ] # 0 at all notlll:ro " in R" [or C"]. Then the system 
of equations f'(x) ~ 0, k ~ 1, ... , n, has a solution in R" [or Co]. [Hint: Exercise I!.] 

2. Intersection Numbers and the Euler Characteristic 

Let W be an oriented manifold of dimension m + nand NeW a 
closed oriented submanifold of dimension n. Let M be a compact oriented 
m-manifold. Suppose aM = aN = 0. 

Let J: M - W be a C" map transverse to N. 
































































































